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Some reflections on the poetics of György Kurtág
Sacred music
Similar to the music of many composers of the past, and to that of a few of today’s composers, Kurtág’s music is authentically sacred.
Not because it makes explicit use of religious themes (in fact there is art that illustrates religious contents but which, not having a transcendent inspiration, is not – or does not want to be – sacred), but because it alludes, in its essence, to a transcendent dimension. First
of all, what makes a work of art “transcendent” is its being permeated by silence. A silence intended not as an acoustic phenomenon,
but a psychological one:
“Something happens, and it is answered” („etwas passiert, und es wird geantwortet”) – Kurtág often describes his poetics with these
words, which express effectively the dialogical structure of his music. Moreover, it is precisely this dialogical structure that imposes the
need for listening: without that psychological silence that enables us to hear authentically, in fact, there can be no dialogue, neither with the
Other outside us (for example another person or, in the case of a musician, the Other represented by a score), nor with the Other within
us. The perception of this “Other within us” is, indeed, the precondition for every dialogue: I cannot listen to the Other outside myself if
I am not able to listen to the Other within me. In other words: how we listen to ourselves determines how we listen to others (or fail to
do so). However, at the same time, being able to perceive the Other is a consequence of listening. Simone Weil expressed a similar concept when she wrote: “Grace refills, but it can only enter where there is a void to receive it, and it is grace itself which makes this void.”1
Therefore, we are open to Transcendence in the sense that our identity is based on an endless dialogue. As Hölderlin wrote, “We are
a conversation.” 2 Also, in our opinion, Kurtág’s music alludes to Transcendence because, in its essence, it expresses this “conversation.”
Kurtág – the composer
Kurtág uses to say: “my mother-tongue is Bartók, and Bartók’s mother-tongue was Beethoven.” This fact is particularly noteworthy at
a time when artists normally prefer to break with tradition. As the art critic Christine Sourgins ironically writes, today a painter who
still “gets his hands dirty” with brushes and colors (instead of devoting himself to “installations”, “performance” and similar things ...)
would be seen with a certain suspect ... and Kurtág, in fact, is not afraid in the least of getting his own hands “dirty”! Kurtág does not
feel the naive need – today so widespread – of “being original by breaking with tradition”, nor does he want to “innovate the language”
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just for a taste of innovation. On the contrary, Kurtág finds his identity as a composer by continuing the tradition, finding his unique
voice by remaining in the traditional framework of music made up of rhythms, melodies, and harmonies. At the same time, he maintained
a “healthy” and profound dialogue with other personalities, with whom he feels a particular spiritual affinity (Bartók and Beethoven,
Schumann, Schubert, Bach; and writers like Kafka, Beckett, Hölderlin, János Pilinszky, Attila József ...)
Kurtág and the voice
It is no coincidence that several of Kurtág’s masterpieces are written for the voice, as this CD shows. The voice is the purest and most
human musical instrument, which for Kurtág seems to represent, among other things, a double bond with the romantic lyric tradition
and with ancient music (Gregorian chant, above all). The poetic illuminations of Kafka, Pilinszky, József, Lichtenberg and other poets
inspire Kurtág, who translates their poems by illustrating them with music. We note that this musical translation is often more powerful
than the original poetic text (which does not necessarily have to be a “great text” from the literary viewpoint, whereas it has to be a
text capable of clearly inspiring a musical gesture).
Kurtág – the interpreter and the teacher
However, Kurtág’s activity as composer is inseparable from that as an interpreter. If in the past, composers were almost always also
instrumentalists or singers (or both!), today it is rare to find the two qualities combined. Also, Kurtág is such an excellent interpreter
that some of the best musicians in the world flock to him to receive chamber music lessons: not only on his music but on any repertoire.
We can probably say that the heart of his teaching is ethical: what is striking is Kurtág’s constant reference to the need for an authentic
assumption of responsibility towards the smallest musical detail (one must – Kurtág says – “deserve a crescendo, deserve a sforzando” ...).
“My greatest enemy – Kurtág often repeats – is the one who is already playing the next bar without deserving it.” In other words, we
would say: those who are not in contact with vertical dimension (the transcendent, which in music also corresponds to the immanence
of the style marking a composer’s poetics) cannot move horizontally (i.e., through the narrative element, which unfolds over time).
Grace and guilt
However, where does such a highly ethical attitude come from? In Judit Kele’s movie, The Matchstick Man, Kurtág describes himself as
“A cockroach that crawls and seeks to become a human being.” Moreover, he names one of his compositions with matches “The cockroach looking for the way to the light.”

Here we can grasp two essential elements of Kurtág’s poetics: the sense of guilt (feeling an insect) and not feeling worthy (the need to
seek and deserve the light or to become a human being3). Kurtág’s constant reference to the need for responsibility on the part of the
interpreter, therefore, reveals – according to us – the will and the want, on the part of the Hungarian composer, for a reparation, for an
atonement of this sense of guilt to be able to deserve the grace.
Moreover, it is precisely this sense of transcendental guilt (inexhaustible and inextinguishable by its very nature) the profound origin
of Kurtág’s general dissatisfaction with many interpreters. This is the real reason for phrases like: “The composer has suffered for
each note, and those who interpret his music must suffer as well”; or again, referring to musicians who do not do (enough) this painful
empathic effort: “It’s not my music they do not understand, it’s the music.”
Seeking for the light
Aspiring to the light in his compositions, Kurtág normally does not find it in a wide-ranging narrative, but rather in gestures, splinters,
fragments, in instant poetic illuminations. As a matter of fact, Kurtág writes mostly short compositions, finding the “grace” in pure and
archetypal objets trouvés, such as a major scale played slowly, or a slow arpeggio on the empty strings of a guitar. And, with regard to
poetic illuminations, it is interesting to point out how the expression previously mentioned “Something happens, and it is answered”
(„etwas passiert und es wird geantwortet”) captures perfectly also the spirit of a Japanese haiku: “In the old pond / a frog plunges / the
noise of the water” (Matsuo Bashoˉ). The same temporal density, the same coincidence of eternity and instantaneity that characterize
this masterpiece by Bashoˉ are found in Hét Dal [Seven Songs], Op. 22 which, in fact, could be considered almost a haiku cycle. The main
theme of these songs seems to be that of fading (sinking and losing consciousness; a threadless labyrinth without maze nor Ariadne; the
scent of a hyacinth ...) contrasted with the final image, “in crescendo”, of a snail climbing ... the Mount Fuji.
We can find the same intensity in Egy Téli alkony emlékére [In memory of a Winter evening], Op. 8 where the poetic text finds its
translation in a profoundly expressive and moving music: note, for example, at the beginning of the second movement, the almost Wagnerian harmonies expressing the yearning in solitude; or those lines played by violin and cimbalom, at the beginning of the third, that
draw lost paths leading, in the end, inevitably to death.
Written for the typical traditional Hungarian ensemble (soprano, violin, cimbalom and double bass), Stsenï iz romana [Scenes from a
Novel], Op. 19 owe part of their pathos to the use of the Russian language (Kurtág is one of the few non-Russian composers to have used
the language of Akhmatova and Tsvetaeva in different compositions). This masterpiece has the structure of a “typical” romantic Lieder
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cycle (such as Schumann’s Frauenliebe und -leben), where the tragic nature of a loving relationship and its inevitable doom are depicted
with unforgettable intensity.
Kurtág is rarely ironic (except in the sense in which Kafka could be considered as “ironic” in turn) and the Sudelbücher [Scrapbooks]
on lyrics by the German satirist Georg Christoph Lichtenberg (1742-1799) are probably an exception in his output; they reveal an unusual,
yet no less profound, aspect of the Hungarian master’s poetics. Composed for the German soprano Maria Husmann, who was assisting Kurtág and his wife, both ill, during their residence at the Wissenschaftskolleg in Berlin, the cycle is dedicated to Annette and Wolf
Lepenies, hosts of the Kurtág at that time. It was Wolf Lepenies who gave the Hungarian composer the inspiration for this composition,
giving him a volume with Lichtenberg’s aphorisms.
In 8 Duos for Violin and Cimbalom, Op. 4 Kurtág uses the Hungarian instrument par excellence for the first time. In our opinion,
apart from the randomness of the occasion of the composition of these duets, often recalled by Kurtág himself (the request for a piece
by a violinist who at the time was performing in a duo with a cimbalom), Kurtág’s love for the cimbalom can be interpreted in two ways.
On the one hand, it is a “bridge” to Hungarian and Bartók music; on the other hand, we believe that it is its medieval sound, almost
“Franciscan” that fascinates the composer (the sound of the cimbalom is pure, “naked,” even compared to that of the piano, which
somehow is too “rich” for Kurtág4).
The Hommage à Berényi Ferenc 70 – which closes this CD – is a profoundly evocative “birthday present,” written for the eponymous Hungarian painter (1927-2004), a close friend of Kurtág.
As shown in the carefully chosen compositions for this CD, Kurtág is one of the most intimate, artistic voices of our time. His language
is rooted in tradition and at the same time unique: for us, he is above all the composer who knew how to find a true legato to transfigure
his sorrow, making it cantabile, and thus giving birth to some of the music pages, among the most wonderful and moving that have ever
been written.
									Luigi Gaggero
									Translation: Valentina Bensi
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David Grimal is a musician who enjoys an international reputation for
the originality of his musical career. In his tireless quest to reflect on
the role of his art in society, he juxtaposes perspectives in order to
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As an internationally renowned soloist, he has been invited to perform under the direction of leading conductors (Eschenbach, Krivine, Pletnev, Frühbeck de Burgos, Eötvös, Nelsons, Saraste etc.) with formations such as the Orchestre de Paris, the Orchestre Philharmonique de Radio France, the
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by many orchestras to work with them and play the great violin concertos, notably Budapesti Vonósok, Sinfonietta Cracovia, the Moscow Chamber
Orchestra, the Orquesta Sinfónica de Galicia, Orquestra Clássica de Espinho (Portugal), the Orchestre National de Lorraine, National Orchestra of
Metz, Taipei Symphony Orchestra and others.
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musician at the best known concerthalls and music festivals. His repertoire includes a great deal of contemporary music and he has worked closely with
composers such as Kurtág, Stockhausen, Saariaho, Vasks and Gubaidulina. He recorded several CDs, among them contemporary duos for Violin and
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